Department of Engineering Education
2019 Seminar Series
Scott Labs | Room E103 | 10:20 am – 11:15 am

Alexandra Coso Strong - January 25
Florida International University - Assistant Professor
Exploring the role of research on engineering practice in engineering education

Thomas Scaife - February 1
Penn State University - Professor of Philosophy
Education Research beyond the Academy

Shanna Smith Jaggars - February 8
OSU - Assistant Vice-Provost of Research
Leveraging research for program improvement: The case of SpringForward

Christopher Porter - February 15
OSU - Post Doctoral Researcher
Physics Education Research at the Graduate Level

Donald Pope-Davis - February 22
OSU EHE - Dean
Special Joint Seminar Presented by the CoE Office of Diversity and Inclusion and the Department of Engineering Education

Marisa K. Orr - March 1
Clemson University - Associate Professor
Self-regulated decision-making competency as a predictor of major choice and persistence in engineering

David Knight - March 8
Virginia Tech - Associate Professor
Understanding Barriers and Illuminating Opportunities: Macro-scale research focused on broadening participation in engineering

Shellie Caudill - March 29
L Brands - R&D Director
How Entrepreneurial Minded Learning Translates to Industry

Darryl Williams - April 5
The Franklin Institute - Senior Vice President of S&E
Engineering to Advocacy: A Non-traditional Academic’s Journey

Nicola Sochacka - April 12
University of Georgia – Research Scientist
Engineering education as an autopoietic system: A narrative analysis of stories ‘told’ about engineering in the public discourse

Come Join Us!